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Abstract. An infobox of a Wikipedia article generally contains key facts in the 
article and is organized as attribute-value pairs. Infoboxes not only allow read-
ers to rapidly gather the most important information about some aspects of the 
articles in which they appear, but also provide a source for many knowledge ba-
ses derived from Wikipedia. However, not all the values of infobox attributes 
are updated frequently and accurately. In this paper, we propose a method to au-
tomatically detect outdated attribute values in Wikipedia infoboxes by using 
facts extracted from the general Web. Our method uses the pattern-based 
fact extraction approach. The patterns for fact extraction are automatically 
learned using a number of available seeds in related Wikipedia infoboxes. We 
have tested and evaluated our system on a set of 100 well-established com-
panies in the NASDAQ-100 index on their employee numbers, presented by 
the num_employees attribute value in their Wikipedia article infoboxes. The 
achieved accuracy is 77% and our test result also reveals that 82% of the 
companies do not have their latest numbers of employees in their Wikipedia 
article infoboxes. 

Keywords: Information Extraction, Wikipedia Update, Pattern Learning. 

1 Introduction 
Currently, Wikipedia has grown into one of the central knowledge sources of man-
kind. Since its creation in 2001, Wikipedia has become one of the most popular web-
sites in the world. As of August 2012, the English version of Wikipedia contains al-
most 4 million articles. The infobox of a Wikipedia article contains important facts 
about that article that are summarized in the tabulated form. Thanks to such structured 
information, readers can rapidly gather the most important information about some 
aspects of the article. Moreover, information in infoboxes can be automatically ex-
tracted and reorganized into ontologies, knowledge bases, or databases, such as 
DBPedia [1], YAGO [2], and Freebase [3].  

All the Wikipedia’s content is manually updated or maintained by contributors. 
This leads to the fact that its information is not updated regularly and completely, 
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while there is continuous change of related information on the Web. So, it is essential 
to have automatic methods to update Wikipedia’s content to ensure that it contains the 
latest information. For instance, Fig. 1 is the infobox in the Wikipedia article of com-
pany Activision Blizzard. It shows that the number of employees of this company is 
5,000 in 2011 and this value has not been updated until now1. However, the facts 
from three snippets of web pages2,3 in Fig. 2 show that its current number of employ-
ees has changed to 7,300 since December 31, 2011. That means the current value of 
the number-of-employees attribute in the infobox of Activision Blizzard is outdated. 

 
Fig. 1. The current infobox of company Activision Blizzard in Wikipedia 

 
Fig. 2. The number of employees of company Activision Blizzard found on the Web 

 Wikipedia can be enriched using two main sources of information that are Wik-
ipedia articles themselves or external sources such as the Web or some other 
knowledge bases. In [4], Lange et al. proposed a method for automatically populating 
infoboxes of Wikipedia articles by extracting unstructured information from the con-
tent of their articles. It used Conditional Random Field [5] for training to extract at-
tribute values. Catriple [6] was a system that automatically extracted triples from 
Wikipedia articles and non-isa properties from Wikipedia categories. Those triples 

                                                             
1 The time when this paper is completed. 
2 http://www.insideview.com/directory/activision-blizzard-inc 
3 http://www.alacrastore.com/storecontent/MarketLine_formerly_Datamonitor_Company_Profil

es-Activision_Blizzard_Inc-2123-27054 
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could be used to add new attributes of an infobox. Meanwhile, Kylin [7] was a system 
that created new infoboxes or filled up existing infoboxes of Wikipedia articles by 
using articles with similar infoboxes to determine common attributes. The attribute 
values in those infoboxes were then extracted from their containing articles. Using an 
external source, Syed et al. [8] proposed a method that used information from Wik-
itolog [9], a hybrid knowledge base of structured and unstructured information, beside 
existing Wikipedia articles, for adding categories and inter-article links to new Wik-
ipedia articles. Wu et al. [10] extended system Kylin [7] using out-of-Wikipedia in-
formation extracted by TextRunner [11]. However, those enrichment methods and 
systems only focused on adding new data or filling incomplete data to Wikipedia, but 
not detecting and updating its outdated information. 

Besides, our proposed method involves information extraction on the Web, in par-
ticular relation extraction. As bootstrap-based systems, DIPRE [12] and Snowball 
[13] used a seed set of examples of the relation to be extracted for initialization, and 
then iteratively learned patterns and extracted instances of that relation. With the self-
supervised approach, KnowItAll [11], TextRunner [14], and SRES [15] were systems 
that used only a few labeled examples to learn to extract relations from Web. Mintz et 
al. [16] investigated an alternative paradigm for automatic relation extraction without 
requiring labeled corpora, avoiding domain dependence. In contrast to those research 
works, relation extraction in our proposed method is driven by target outdated in-
foboxes in Wikipedia.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 details our proposed 
method. Section 3 presents experiments and evaluation of the proposed method. Fi-
nally, Section 4 concludes the paper and suggests future work. 

 
2 Proposed Method 

2.1 Definitions 

For clarity, we define the basic notions that are used to present the proposed method. 
 
Definition 2.1: Fact 
A fact f on a binary relation r, denoted by fr, is defined to be of the form <r(e1, e2), t> 
where e1 and e2 are entities of an instance of r, and t is the associated time of the fact. 
  

We use fr.entity1, fr.entity2, and fr.time to denote the first entity, the second entity, 
and the time, respectively, of the fact fr. For example, with the fact fNumOfEmployees = 
<NumOfEmployees(Activision Blizzard, 5000), 2011> extracted from the infobox of  
company Activision Blizzard as shown in Fig. 1, fNumOfEmployees.entity1 = Activision 
Blizzard, fNumOfEmployees.entity2 = 5,000, and fNumOfEmployees.time = 2011. This fact says 
that the number of employees of company Activision Blizzard is 5,000 in 2011.  
 
Definition 2.2: Outdated fact 
A fact f is defined to be outdated with respect to another fact g on the same relation r, 
if and only if: 
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1. fr.entity1 = gr.entity1, and 
2. fr.entity2 ≠ gr.entity2, and 
3. fr.time < gr.time 

 
Without loss of generality, in the above definition, we assume the outdated infor-

mation is always at the second entity of a relation of discourse. Also, for an outdated 
fact in a Wikipedia infobox, the first entity is presumed to be the one represented by 
the Wikipedia article containing that infobox. For example, the fact fNumOfEmployee = 
<NumOfEmployee(Activision Blizzard, 5000), 2011> in the infobox in Fig. 1 is an 
outdated fact with respect to the fact gNumOfEmployee = <NumOfEmployee(Activision 
Blizzard, 7300), December 31 2011> in the news pages in Fig. 2 about the number of 
employees of the mentioned company.  

2.2 Processing Steps 

 
Fig. 3. The architecture of outdated Wikipedia infobox detection system 

The architecture of our system to detect outdated information in Wikipedia infoboxes 
consists of three main components as shown in Fig. 3. The first component, Pattern 
Learner, uses the seed relations obtained from some Wikipedia infoboxes to search 
for a number of web pages that may contain candidate sentences related to a target 
relation, which is the relation of the possibly outdated fact to be detected. It then uses 
those sentences to learn patterns to extract instances of that relation. The second com-
ponent, Fact Extractor, uses the learned patterns to extract those facts that are related 
to the target relation from the Web. The third component Outdated Fact Detection 
identifies if a fact is outdated or not by matching it with the candidate facts extracted 
from the Web. 
 
2.3 Pattern Learner  

The input of the pattern learning component is a small set of known instances of a 
target relation r that are automatically extracted from Wikipedia infoboxes. These 
relation instances are used as the seeds for the pattern learning process of the system. 
For example, the relation NumberOfEmployee(Activision Blizzard, 5000), extracted 
from the infobox of company Activision Blizzard on Wikipedia in Fig. 1, can be used 
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as a seed for learning patterns related to the relation NumberOfEmployee. The pattern 
learning process has the three following steps. 
 
Step 1: Web Page Gathering 
From the information of seed instances of the target relation r, we use the Google 
search engine to gather web pages that may contain information of the seeds. The 
query keywords provided to the search engine are those words that represent the tar-
get relation, and the first and the second entities of the seed relation instances. Specif-
ically, we manually build a gazetteer of keywords for each target relation. For each 
seed relation, the words representing the first entity are extracted from the URL of its 
corresponding Wikipedia article, while the words representing the second entity are 
those appear in the infobox containing that seed relation. Then, from the search re-
sults, only top-k web pages whose URLs or titles contain information about the first 
entity are collected. 

For example, with the seed relation NumberOfEmployee(Activision Blizzard, 
5000), the relation NumberOfEmployee is mapped to the keyword “employ”, using 
the constructed gazetteer. The URL of the Wikipedia article for company Activision 
Blizzard is http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Activision_Blizzard. Therefore, the query 
keywords fed to the Google search engine are “‘Activision Blizzard’ employ 5000”.  

 
Step 2: Candidate Sentence Detection 
From the search results in the above step, the text of each collected web page is ex-
tracted using library HtmlUnit4. Next, the text is segmented into a set of sentences 
using open natural language processing library OpenNLP5. Then, from this set, only 
candidate sentences that contain information about a seed relation are selected. Final-
ly, each candidate sentence is classified into either the complete or incomplete-
sentential form. A candidate sentence is considered to be a complete sentence if it has 
a verb phrase component. Otherwise, it is considered as an incomplete sentence. For 
example, from Figure 2, one has: 

- s1 = “Employees: 7,300” is an incomplete sentence, and 
- s2 = “Activision Blizzard is headquartered in Santa Monica, California and em-

ployed about 7,300 people as of December 31, 2011” is a complete one. 

 We also use library OpenNLP for POS tagging to classify sentences. 
 

Step 3: Pattern Learning 
Since there are two forms of candidate sentences, we need pattern structures suitable 
for each of the forms. Construction of patterns for the two forms is presented below. 
 
Patterns for incomplete sentences: Given a seed relation r(e1, e2) and an incomplete 
sentence s = “w1 w2… wn” where each wi is a token, the pattern p for s is defined to be 

                                                             
4 http://htmlunit.sourceforge.net/ 
5 http://opennlp.apache.org/ 
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of the form “t1 t2…tn” where each ti is a slot representing a token or a label related to 
the seed relation instance. Pattern p is built as follows: 

- ti is [r] if the keywords for r in the gazetteer is a substring of wi. 
- ti is [entity2] if wi represents the second entity of r. 
- Otherwise, ti is wi. 

For example, with the seed relation NumberOfEmployees(Activision Blizzard, 
5000) and the incomplete sentence s1 above, the pattern for s1 is p1 = “[Number-
OfEmployees]: [entity2]”. 

 
Algorithm 1: Learning patterns 

Input: S is a set of seeds on a target relation r 
Output: P is a set of patterns  
1: begin 
2:  P ß {} 
3:  for each seed s in S do begin 
4:   keywords ß words representing the first entity of s + 
5:          words representing the relation of s + 
6:         words representing the second entity of s 
7:   webPages ß getTop-k-WebPages(keywords)  
8:  end for 
9:  CS ß {} //CS is the set of candidate sentences 
10:  for each web page w in webPages do begin 
11:   C ß set of candidate sentences in w  
12:   CS ß CS ∪ C 
13:  end for 
14:  for each candidate sentence c in CS do begin 
15:   if (isCompleteSentence(c)) then 
16:    p ß pattern of complete sentence c 
17:   else 
18:    p ß pattern of incomplete sentence c 
19:   end if  
20:   if (p not in P) then 
21:    P ß P ∪ {p} 
22:   end if 
23:  end for 
24:  return P 
25: end 
___________________________________________________ 

Fig. 4. Pattern learning algorithm 

Patterns for complete sentences: The pattern construction is similar to that for incom-
plete sentences, with only one addition that, if wi represents the first entity of the seed 
relation, then ti is [entity1]. For example, with the seed relation NumberOfEm-
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ployees(Activision Blizzard, 5000) and the complete sentence s2 above, the pattern for 
s2 is: 

p2 = “[entity1] is headquartered in Santa Monica, California and [Number-
OfEmployees] about [entity2]  people as of December 31, 2011”. 

Figure 4 presents our pattern learning algorithm. We note that duplicated patterns 
are removed in the resulting set of patterns, as shown in code lines 20 to 21 in the 
algorithm. 

 
2.4 Fact Extractor 

Patterns learned in the previous stage are used to extract facts from the Web that are 
related to the possibly outdated target fact in a Wikipedia infobox.  By Definition 2.1, 
a fact consists of a relation instance and a time. The two following steps are to extract 
instances of the relation of the target fact. Identification of the associated time of an 
extracted fact is presented later in Section 2.5. 
 

 
Algorithm 2: Extracting facts 

Input:  s is a relation instance of a target relation  
 P is a set of patterns 

Output: F = {<f1, freq1>,...,<fn, freqn>} is a set of facts 
with their occurrence frequencies 

1: begin 
2:  F ß {} 
3:  keywords ß words representing the first entity of s + 
4:       words representing the relation of s 
5:  webPages ß getTop-k-WebPages(keywords)  
6:  CS ß {} //CS is the set of candidate sentences 
7:  for each web page w in webPages do begin 
8:   C ß set of candidate sentences in w  
9:   CS ß CS ∪ C 
10:  end for 
11:  for each candidate sentence c in CS do begin 
12:   if (isMatchedWithPatterns(c, P)) then  
13:    s ß extracted relation instance from c 
14:    t ß extracted time of s 
15:    freq ß extracted occurrence frequency of s 
15:    F ß F ∪  {(<s, t>, freq)} 
16:   end if 
17:  end for 
18:  return F 
19: end 
_____________________________________________________ 

Fig. 5. Fact extraction algorithm 
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Step 1: Web Page Gathering and Candidate Sentence Detection 
This step is similar to the first two steps of the pattern learning stage. For the fact 
extraction stage, the difference is only that the target relation is used instead of a seed 
relation, and the second entity of the target relation is not used for searching related 
web pages. For candidate sentences, they need to contain only words representing the 
target relation and its first entity. 

 
Step 2: Fact Extraction 
Applying the learned patterns to the set of candidate sentences obtained from Step 1 
above, a set of facts and their frequencies {(f1, freq1), ..., (fn, freqn,)} is extracted, 
where each fi is a fact extracted from a candidate sentence that matches with some 
pattern, and freqi is the occurrence frequency of fi in the set of web pages returned by 
the employed search engine. These frequencies are used to rank candidate facts for 
updating the target fact if it is outdated. For instance, pattern p1 or pattern p2 above  
may be applicable to extract the relation instance <NumberOfEmployees(Activision 
Blizzard, 7300)> from a certain related web page. The fact extraction algorithm is 
presented in Fig. 5.  

2.5 Identification of Fact Time  

Identification of the associated time of a fact depends on the source from which the 
fact is extracted. In this work, those sources are Wikipedia infoboxes and the Web. 
Time phrases in a text are recognized by pre-defined regular expressions. 
 
Facts extracted from Wikipedia infoboxes 
If a fact in a Wikipedia infobox contains a time as in Figure 1, then it is used as the 
associated time of the fact. Otherwise, the associated time of the fact is the time when 
the attribute value of the fact was added to the Wikipedia infobox. Such a time can be 
extracted from the updated history of a Wikipedia article. We use open library JWPL6 
(Java Wikipedia Library) to get this time information. 

 
Fig. 6. A Google snippet returned for the query “Activision Blizzard employ” 

Facts extracted from the Web 
For a fact extracted from a sentence in a web page, if a time phrase is included in the 
sentence, then it is the associated time for the fact. Otherwise, the publication date 
of the web page is used as the associated time of the fact.  

The publication date of a web page is the time when it was published on the web. 
We use the snippet of Google search engine for the web page to identify its publica-
                                                             
6 http://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/software/jwpl/ 
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tion date, which is a time phrase appearing at the beginning of the snippet, because 
Google can automatically identify it when crawling websites. For example, given the 
Google snippet in Fig. 6, the publication date of the corresponding web page is 29 
Feb, 2012. If the snippet does not contain a time phrase, the publication date is identi-
fied by analyzing the HTTP response from the employed web server for the corre-
sponding web page.  

2.6 Outdated Fact Detection  

Given a target fact fr from a Wikipedia infobox and a set {(fr1, freq1), ..., (frn, freqn,)} 
of extracted facts from the Web with occurrence frequencies, fr is considered to be 
outdated if and only if it is outdated with respect to some fact fri in that set, by Defini-
tion 2.2. The later fact for fr with the highest occurrence frequency can be used to 
update fr. Our outdated fact detection algorithm is Algorithm 3 presented in Figure 7. 

 
 
Algorithm 3: Dectecting outdated facts 

Input:  fr is a target fact to be checked whether it is out-
dated   

     F = {<fr1, freq1>,...,<frn, freqn>} is a set of ex-
tracted facts with occurrence frequencies 

Output: a later fact to which fr is outdated, or 
     NULL otherwise. 
1: begin 
2:  F* ß {} // subset of F 
3:  for i from 1 to n do begin 
4:   if (fr.entity1 = fri.entity1 and fr.entity2 ≠ 
5:     fri.entity2 and fr.time < fri.time) then 
6:    F* ß F* ∪ {<fri, freqi>} 
7:   end if 
8:  end for 
9:  if (isEmpty(F*)) then return NULL  end if 
10:  fr* = argmax<f,freq>∈F* freq 
11:  return fr* 
12: end 
___________________________________________________ 

Fig. 7. Outdated fact detection algorithm 

3 Experiments and Evaluation 

To evaluate our proposed method in detecting outdated information in Wikipedia 
infoboxes, we have selected business companies with their numbers of employees 
shown in their infoboxes, and the target relation as the number of employees of a 
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company. Our constructed dataset includes 100 well-known companies in NASDAQ-
1007 index. For each company, we manually identified its latest number of employees 
from the company’s official website, or from famous websites about jobs (e.g. 
glassdoor.com) or business (e.g. businessweek.com).  

For pattern learning, seed relations are randomly chosen from the infoboxes of five 
companies in the dataset. For each seed relation, the top-100 related web pages from 
the results of the Google engine search are selected, from which patterns are extract-
ed. After eliminating duplicated patterns, there are 7 patterns for extracting incom-
plete sentences and 15 patterns for extracting complete sentences. Then, for fact ex-
traction for each company in the dataset using the learned patterns, the top-100 related 
web pages returned by the Google engine search are employed. 

We use the accuracy measure based on the numbers of true positive (TP), false 
positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) cases, and calculated by the 
following formula: 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁
 

 
In our experiments, the meanings of the detected cases are as follows: 
- TP:  the number of employees of a company actually changed and the detection 

system says it changed. 
- FP: the number of employees of a company actually changed but the system says 

it did not change.  
- TN:  the number of employees of a company actually did not change and the sys-

tem says it did not change. 
- FN: the number of employees of a company actually did not change but the sys-

tem says it changed. 

Table 1. The evaluation results on 100 companies 

Cases Result 
TP 65 
FP 17 
FN 6 
TN 12 

 
 
Table 1 presents the obtained results with the number of each case. The accuracy 

of the proposed method is thus 77% (TP + TN). Besides, it shows that 82 (TP + FP) 
out of 100 companies did have their numbers of employees changed but there are no 
latest numbers in their Wikipedia infoboxes. 

                                                             
7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NASDAQ-100 
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4 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper we introduce the problem of automatically detecting outdated infor-
mation in Wikipedia infoboxes. That is challenging and important because Wikipedia 
has grown fast and become a major information resource, but is still edited manually 
while the world is changing rapidly.  

We have proposed an automatic method for detecting outdated facts in Wikipedia 
infoboxes with respect to the facts extracted on the Web. It is based on patterns auto-
matically learned from the initiative information in Wikipedia infoboxes of the facts 
to be detected if being outdated or not. The method also suggests newer facts for up-
dates based on their occurrence frequencies. The experimental results on one particu-
lar type of information, which is the number of employees of a company, show a good 
performance of the proposed method and reveal the striking truth about the outdated 
status of Wikipedia. The method is however general for arbitrary relations. 

There are a number of possible ways to improve the proposed method. First, some 
machine learning techniques could be employed to find new attribute values in out-
dated Wikipedia infoboxes. Second, the credibility of an information resource could 
be taken into account, besides occurrence frequency, to rank and recommend correct 
and most up-to-date facts for revising Wikipedia. These are among the topics that we 
are currently working on in this area of research. 
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